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Toposim Mexico for FSX: Steam Edition provides LOD12 / 10m Multi-LOD terrain mesh for the whole of Mexico, improving
the accuracy of the default terrain mesh and offerin 5d3b920ae0
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Awesome, the amount of detail in the mesh compared with the stock one is mind blowing, is like playing a whole different
game. I reeeeally recommend this addon, the stock one lacks of accuracy in some regions, I live in Mexico and I only fly in
Mexico most of the time so I've noticed a huge change.. Awesome, the amount of detail in the mesh compared with the stock
one is mind blowing, is like playing a whole different game. I reeeeally recommend this addon, the stock one lacks of accuracy
in some regions, I live in Mexico and I only fly in Mexico most of the time so I've noticed a huge change.. Awesome, the
amount of detail in the mesh compared with the stock one is mind blowing, is like playing a whole different game. I reeeeally
recommend this addon, the stock one lacks of accuracy in some regions, I live in Mexico and I only fly in Mexico most of the
time so I've noticed a huge change.
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